
Name: _________________                          Date: ____________ 

Compound 

Words                
Compound words are formed by the union of two or more simple words. 

In each sentence, there are two compound words, you must identify 

them and write them down on the line after the sentence. For example: 

The judge let me go after talking to someone on his cellphone. _someone__cellphone 

1. My first attempt to make potato pancakes from scratch had bittersweet results. 

_________________________________________________________________ 

2. Uncle Carlos, Grandmother’s eleventh child, was a healthy, but premature 

newborn. _________________________________________________________ 

3. They built a special motorcycle that is powered by electromagnetism. 

_________________________________________________________________ 

4. Wherever there are Hispanic Americans, you may overhear Spanish spoken. 

_________________________________________________________________ 

5. A lawless person steals from others to get something that is not his property. 

_________________________________________________________________ 

6. The councilmen will vote to start construction on the highway at the next meeting. 

_________________________________________________________________ 

7. The priest told me to say two Hail Marys aloud, but I cannot since I am deaf and 

mute. ____________________________________________________________ 

8. I have had many hardships and heartaches in life, but life is still beautiful. 

_________________________________________________________________ 

9.  Our sailboat went off near the breakwater, but the Coast Guard helped us out of 

there. ____________________________________________________________ 
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Answers: 

 

1. My first attempt to make potato pancakes from scratch had bittersweet results. 

___pancakes   bittersweet____ 

2. Uncle Carlos, Grandmother’s eleventh child, was a healthy, but premature 

newborn. ___Grandmother’s  newborn____ 

3. They built a special motorcycle that is powered by electromagnetism. 

___motorcycle   electromagnetism____ 

4. Wherever there are Hispanic Americans, you may overhear Spanish spoken. 

___Wherever   overhear____ 

5. A lawless person steals from others to get something that is not his property. 

___lawless   something____ 

6. The councilmen will vote to start construction on the highway at the next meeting. 

____councilmen   highway_____ 

7. The priest told me to say two Hail Marys aloud, but I cannot since I am deaf and 

mute. ____aloud   cannot_____ 

8. I have had many hardships and heartaches in life, but life is still beautiful. 

____hardships  heartaches_______ 

9. Our sailboat went off near the breakwater, but the Coast Guard helped us out of 

there. ___sailboat  breakwater_____ 
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